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‘Jam Minaret Exhibition’ held in Kabul Film aims to help bring Afghan
KABUL: The government
of Afghanistan and UNESCO
inaugurated exhibition “The
Minaret of Jam”, presenting
the documentation of decades

of works on the monument,
one of the two World Heritage
Sites in Afghanistan, a press
release from the organization’s office in Kabul said yesterday. The exhibition organized within the scope of the
Afghanistan’s National Program for Culture and Creative
Economy (NPCE).
The 3D survey of the Minaret done in 2017, during a
joint Afghan government –
UNESCO mission is shown
for the first time to the public, alongside and in counterpoint
to
the
drawingsand photo-documentation elaborated during the
1960s and 70s by the Italian

architect Andrea Brun, which
constitute the first known scientific survey of the minaret,
the press release added.
During the opening cer-

emony, Ambassador Roberto Cantone has emphasized
as ”despite the challenging
security situation, we are
glad to host the exhibition
at the Embassy. It is important to say that the wealth
of Afghanistan’s heritage
and the challenges it faces
require the collaborative
support of all concerned by
such an important endeavor.”
Meanwhile the mistier of
Finance, Dr. Mohammad Humayun Qayumi said that as the
chair of the Steering Committee of the NPCE, the Ministry of Finance, and the
Government of Afghanistan,

believe that the promotion of
our culture and history will
consolidate the process of
nation building.”
Afterward, Ms. Patricia

McPhillips, the Director and
Representative of the
UNESCO Office for Afghanistan, commented on the
collaborative effort of NPCE
in her remarks stating,
”The accomplishments
achieved including this exhaustive documentation on
the Minaret of Jam in the
past year was only possible
with the strong belief and
direct support of the Afghan Government and the
international community.”
In order to provide a venue more easily accessible to
the public, the exhibition
will be moved to the Pavilion at Babur Gardens where

it will remain open from
the 9th to the 25th of August, the press release added.
The Minaret of Jam is
located in Ghor Province,

Afghanistan, 200km east of
Herat, at the confluence of
the Hari Rud and Jam Rud
rivers. The minaret’s isolated location may have prevented the monument from
wilful destruction and vandalism in the past; however,
now, its seclusion complicates the execution of stabilization works and the long- term maintenance of this
heritage site. The safeguarding the Minaret presents important challenges
and requires the collaborative efforts of the Afghan
Government, of UNESCO,
and of the international
community. The Kabul Times

Maidan Wardak provincial
MoIC directorate’s activities

refugees to study in N.M.
When Afghan teenager
Benazir Mohammadi’s family
was taken by the Taliban, she
eluded capture and was later
forced to relocate to Indonesia,
where she now lives at the
Cisarua Refugee Learning
Center.
Rather than despair, she
let her life experiences instill
resiliency and willpower to
propel herself forward.
“While my future may
look smaller than it did before,
my dreams are bigger than
they ever have been,” she

locally in an issue that’s affecting the whole world right
now,” said Naomi Swinton, director of the Bartos Institute
at United World College-USA.
A recent report from the
United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees states that
3.5 million refugee children
did not attend school in 2016,
and access to education is limited for displaced people
around the globe. However, the
organization only a few years
ago made amendments to policies that previously made it

wrote in an application to the
New Mexico-based United
World College-USA in March.
Through a collaboration
between schools, her application was processed by the
Desert Academy, an International Baccalaureate World
School in Santa Fe where she
hopes to spend her first year.
“There’s nothing I can’t
do,” Mohammadi wrote.
A film titled The Staging
Post, about teenage students
like Mohammadi who live at
the Cisarua Refugee Learning Center, a refuge focused
on educational opportunities,
will screen Tuesday night at
the Violet Crown in the Santa
Fe Railyard. It is part of an initiative to bring 10 teenage Afghan refugees, members of
that country’s persecuted Hazara minority, including Mohammadi, to Desert Academy
and the United World CollegeUSA in Montezuma.
“Sometimes problems can
feel insurmountable, but
here’s a way that through opening our homes and connecting
our schools we can be involved
locally in an issue that’s affecting the whole world right
now.”
Collaboratively, these International Baccalaureate
schools strive to change the futures of Afghan students
through quality education
while also connecting the local community to a worldwide
refugee issue.
“Sometimes problems can
feel insurmountable, but
here’s a way that through opening our homes and connecting
our schools we can be involved

harder for Afghan students to
receive international schooling.
Khadim Dai, Hazara cofounder of the Cisarua Refugee Learning Center and cinematographer of The Staging
Post, said refugees continue to
sometimes have “fear of deportation, fear of prison” and
that even founding the school
in 2014 was a “risk.”
Dai said his commitment
to education stems from knowing what life is like without it.
In 2013, when he was 17, Dai’s
high school in Pakistan was
bombed.
“It inspired me because
my classmates got killed, my
close friends,” he said, adding
that students at Cisarua are
all too familiar of similar acts
of violence and persecution by
the Taliban. “I owed them
something … I decided to raise
my voice, their voice.”
The Staging Post is part of
Dai’s efforts to raise awareness of refugee experiences
and the importance of education.
“The focus of the film is
the power of community and
the power of education,” he
said, adding that the Hazara
people are the “most persecuted minority group from Afghanistan” and that most all
of the student applicants have
lived in refugee camps for at
least two years. “Wherever I
go, it doesn’t matter, my heart
is with those kids.”
Swinton hopes the initiative won’t solely provide quality schooling to refugees but
will also impact her other students. “Introducing students

who have literally given up everything to pursue education
— it’ll be inspiring for our
kids as well,” she said.
Yann Lussiez, the head of
school at Desert Academy,
agrees.
“Students are looking for
a deeper connection” he said,
adding that his family hopes
to host one of the students this
fall and that one his daughters
has voiced excitement not only
to have an Afghan friend, but
to have a “sister.” Lussiez
said he has always surprised
by teens’ “true desire to make
a difference in the world. …
This is just one way our students want to do that.”
Shona Casey, board president at Desert Academy, said
parents are excited about the
initiative’s potential to broaden young people’s worldviews.
“The more diversity we
have in our schools, the more
our children experience, and
the world becomes smaller to
them,” she said, describing
The Staging Post as part of a
big picture. “To watch a film
like this where it’s showing
the difficulties people are going through, but also overcoming it on their own … it can’t
help but create a smaller world
with compassion and empathy
— and for me, a desire to help,
to do something.”
Over the next several
months, Swinton and Lussiez
say, their priority is obtaining
visas for the students and ensuringe they are able to enroll
in classes in September.
While “it’s a learning
curve,” Swinton said, organizers are working diligently to
raise money to support the international students’ schooling and kick start a program
they hope will last for years to
come. Additionally, they said
they’re looking for more host
families for this coming school
year and for 2019-20.
Dai, 22, who is on full
scholarship at California Institute for the Arts, said he
looks forward to seeing the
ways these schools will alter
futures.
Among the potential incoming students is a one who
hopes to become an architect.
Others include a volleyball
player and a young man who
dreams of working for NASA.
One of the applicants, Laila Rezae, wrote that the only
way to ensure a bright future
is to stay positive.
“I believe that after every
hard situation, a happy situation is waiting to happen,” she
wrote. “If I give up during hardship then I will miss out on the
opportunity for the happiness
that can follow it.”

Increasing number of addicts...
From P2...

Maidan Wardak provincial
information and culture directorate has so far had good functions in different sections.
Head of the province’s information and culture directorate Mukhtar Awrang told
The Kabul Times his directorate is focused on three main
sections, as beside press and
information affairs, youth,
culture and tourism sections
have also done some positive
works.
In term of culture, the directorate has held many book
reading, poem reading, Seerat-ul-Nabi and star competitions and they followed by good
results.
About star competitions he
said, ‘Earlier, in cooperation

with Maidan Wardak information and culture and education
departments, a mathematic
competition was held among
students. The competition was
attended by 500 people including the provincial governor,
heads of education and information and culture departments and a number of elites.’
He added six of the participants have been recognized as
Maidan Wardak star in mathematics and 4000 afg along
with certificates had been given to each winner.
About book reading culture in Maidan Wardak he
said, ‘Majority of Maidan
Wardak people are keen to
read book and we have a library in downtown, where is

always open to visitors.’
He stressed to grow book
reading culture, a library is
expected to be built in Wardak’s Chack area, and its construction works would be completed in 1398.
On women interest in book
reading he said, ‘Men are eager to read books in Maidan
Wardak, but women’s interest
to book reading is not visible,
because, the province’s information and culture department
doesn’t have a separate library
for them. Thus, the province’s
information and culture department has planned to recruit a female in the library,
so the women can freely visit
the department and solve their
problems.’

In term of press, he said
his department had a weekly
named Millie Hadaf ‘National
Goal’ which publishes all
events going on in that province.
Besides, the province’s
historical and cultural monuments need repair and the provincial MoIC department
could do much in the respect
as well.
Maidan Wardak is a province with 46 historical monuments, among which, 22 of
them have been registered in
the ministry of information
and culture.
Awrang added we also plan
to create an archive for historical relics to preserve several relics related to the past
eras. Karima Malikzada

they forbid from narco-addiction.
If the situation continues
so, the graph of narco-addicts
would be heightened.
The ministry of counternarcotic has various programs
in its hand for collection of
narcotics and campaign
against narcotics.
We plan to provide shelter
for shelter-less addicts so that
the latter be placed and we
work for their treatment.
Despite this, we have the
sections for their treatment
and training so that they learn
profession. This program is
promoting by Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs. He stated.
He continued that despite
this, we have our own problems. Because, the number of
addicts is high and we have no
capability to investigate it,
while the ministry of public

health is able to treat about
40000 addicts to narcotics
annually. This capacity falls
short of treatment of high
number of people who are suffering from narcotics addiction.
One of ways to prevent
from narco-addiction is athletics. Because, those who select
athletics don’t want to be addicted to narcotics. This itself
is a positive message in the
connection. Qayem said that
previously, we had sport programs in Panjsher and Kapisa
provinces and some other provinces so that to aware people
about the harms of narcotics
and select gymnastic and refrain from narcotics.
According to Q ayem,
there are 106 centers and programs in Afghanistan that
from among them its 24 to 27
centers are active in Kabul for
narco-addicts.

One of the concerns of
ministry of counternarcotic is
readdiction of people to narcotics and 90 to 95 percent people refer to narcotics in the
centers of narco-addicts. This
stems from mal-treatment of
their family members.
At the same time, deputy
interior minister in narcotics
affairs, Abdul Jalil Bakhtyar
says that within five recent
months, we did to confiscate
seven tons varieties of narcotics.
In this period, in 1300 operations about 1500 great, medium and small narco-traffickers have been arrested.
The concern over increment of narco-addicts is discussed in a time that according to ministry of interior now,
30 percent of prisoners of Afghanistan is include of narcotraffickers.
Shukria Kohistani
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